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I want to extract my file from the archive. You might not have to
use the root user but it is generally a good idea to. You can see

the number of files in the archive with the tar xvfz -C dir
file.tar.xz or unxz -C dir file.tar.xz commands. I say these

commands because if you have been running tests 1-3, you
have probably been dealing with huge single files. Sometimes

you can break them into smaller ones that unxz can deal with by
leaving the command with no input (-n option). I tested 7Zip on

my home machine, best compression was under "Very Fast"
settings. It was better than "Best", the best is "Very Fast" 25%
better in size at "Very Fast", for 100mb zip file. Rar files are a

compressed archive file or zip file, which is different from GZIP,
and is like zip, but is older and has more features. It is not like
ZIP. Rar files only support the rar algorithm, and are more like

zip files but uses a binary format for better compression. Rar is a
very powerful archive format that has gained popularity in the

last couple of years, mainly due to the development of 7z. There
are also other features that we are going to use in the next

section. Its a great alternative for a more powerful format if you
are not comfortable with the issues of using a proprietary binary
file format. Rar files can be compressed, even more than jpeg,
be converted from compressed to a jpeg compressed. Its also
possible to create Rar files that contain other Rar files which

should not be visible to the recipient. Its also possible to unrar a
self contained Rar file, which is used by companies, and its

possible to unrar several files together into one archive. Is also
possible to create a rar file that is password protected, so that
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nobody else can access it. Even if the password is not correct,
the rest of the features are valid. So if someone else gets access

to the rar file they cannot do much with it.
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